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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2844 - 2845

Chapter 2844

Not only that, they also installed some devices on the Dark Devourer.

It can send back information in time, and it can also locate it.

…

The Dark Devourer set off.

Go to the East Island.

The Lab of the Gods continued to send out in the sea to search for the whereabouts of the
four Lucifer.

But there is no feedback.

Levi Garrison wandered around the East Island, checking some information to see if there
was any idea of   surrendering on the East Island.

Now the attitude of the Kingdom of God is too strong and does not accept any cooperation.

Only accept surrender to join.

therefore.

The careful thinking of these countries can only surrender and join the kingdom of God.
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There is no other choice.

Otherwise, they have more choices.

Star country, Dongdao, who have lots of intestines, are probably entangled.

If the kingdom of God opens up the option of cooperation, it is estimated that they will run
faster than anyone else.

I’m afraid it has already cooperated.

It would be great if the neighboring countries of Star Kingdom and Dongdao fight against
the Lab of the Gods together.

Levi Garrison had to lobby himself.

“Give my order, gather the leaders of the surrounding countries such as East Island, Star
Country, etc., to this island for a meeting!”

Levi Garrison gave the order.

soon.

The persons in charge of all parties came to Xiaodao to meet with Levi Garrison.

This predicted Levi Garrison’s idea.

They actually don’t want to surrender. If they want to surrender, they won’t come to the
meeting at all.

At the meeting, all parties began to speak: “If you don’t surrender, you have to have capital
that doesn’t surrender!”

“Yes, it’s okay to unite! But at least you have to have the strength to fight against others!”

“For example, the entire army is overthrown and it is crushed by others. It is better to
surrender and become a slave, at least you can save your life!”
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…

Next, everyone found a unified direction.

“As long as we have the strength to fight against the kingdom of God, we are willing to unite!
At least let us see a little bit of hope, right?”

This is what everyone wants.

Levi Garrison couldn’t help but smiled: “Don’t worry, I have a way, and Daxia has a master
who can handle it!”

“you?”

Everyone cast hesitating glances.

Chapter 2845

“Do you think Daxia can let me be the commander-in-chief if I don’t have a hole card and
hold on to it?”

Levi Garrison asked rhetorically.

The words came out.

Several people were stunned.

After thinking about it, that is indeed the case.

It seems that Levi Garrison must have a hole card.

Otherwise it won’t be so calm.

When everyone agreed, Levi Garrison’s expression changed.Someone is here again.
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Levi Garrison had already noticed it.

The Lab of the Gods moves really fast, so soon the second round will come!

Variant No. 3 and King Kong No. 4 were also noticed.

Although the strong people around these responsible persons are like clouds, these strong
people are still a little worse after all.

They are still not aware of it.

“Levi Garrison’s time for your death has arrived!!!”

Soon, a sound seemed to come through the sky.

There was a thunderous movement on the island.

The majors responsible for the thousands of powerhouses around them immediately began
to be vigilant…

Soon, a black figure struck like lightning.

The Dark Devourer appeared.

He gives people a terrifying feeling.

Like a black hole in the universe, everything that meets him will be swallowed.

Encountered this movement, several responsible persons hurriedly evacuated from inside.

After coming outside, everyone saw the Dark Devourer.

“Stop him!”

The person in charge of Star Country made an order.

The powerhouses around him immediately went forward.
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“Buzz…”

But when a terrible scene appeared, these strong men were swallowed by darkness in an
instant.

Only one remains with bones.

Unbelievable.

Everyone was scared.

They all watched their companions be swallowed.

That scene was terrible!

“This is the powerhouse of the Lab of the Gods! Get out! Get out!”

Many people are resisting, but the end is miserable.

All were swallowed by the Dark Devourers.

The death was extremely disastrous.

It can’t stop the Dark Devourer at all.

There are many strong men armed with advanced weapons, bombarding the devourers of
darkness.
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